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The Challenge of Jesus InterVarsity Press
While the church today looks quite different than it did two thousand
years ago, Christians share the same faith with the church fathers.
Although separated by time and culture, we have much to learn
from their lives and teaching. This book is an organized and
convenient introduction to how to read the church fathers from AD
100 to 500. Michael Haykin surveys the lives and teachings of
seven of the Fathers, looking at their role in such issues as baptism,
martyrdom, and the relationship between church and state. Ignatius,
Cyprian, Basil of Caesarea, and Ambrose and others were
foundational in the growth and purity of early Christianity, and their
impact continues to shape the church today. Evangelical readers
interested in the historical roots of Christianity will find this to be a
helpful introductory volume.
Rediscovering Eve InterVarsity Press
Many Christians who know and love the Bible think
they know the apostle Paul. He's a theological
master, a pastoral mentor, a spiritual adviser and a
missionary hero. Yet just when we think we have
him in our grasp, he slips through our fingers. At the
point where we suppose we have finally understood
him, Paul again confounds us. But he also beckons
us to explore God's ways more deeply. Michael Bird
suggests that if the Paul we claim to know looks and
sounds a lot like us, it's probably a warning light that
we don't know him as well as we think we do. But if
we let Paul be Paul, allowing him to speak for
himself in his language, on his terms and for his
purposes, then we stand a chance of meeting him
anew. Introducing Paul is an animated and
penetrating survey of Paul's life and teaching. It
covers all the basics students need, while offering
new insights with a light touch. Blending life and
study, Bird aims to get us excited about reading
Paul's letters, sharing his gospel and living the
Christian life the way he thought it should be lived.
For beginning students and laypeople, Introducing
Paul is a valuable entrance into the contemporary
study of Paul.
Dictionary of Paul and his letters Inter-Varsity Press
Ranks the Apostle Paul as "one of the most powerful and seminal minds of
the first or any century," and argues that we can now sketch with
confidence a new and more nuanced picture of Paul and the radical way in
which his encounter with Jesus redefined his life, his mission and his
expectations for a world made new in Christ. Reprint.
Rediscovering the Church Fathers InterVarsity Press
ECPA Top Shelf Book Cover Award In the field of Pauline studies, much has
changed over the last twenty years. Since Ben Witherington III first published
his influential book The Paul Quest, monumental works have appeared from
scholars such as James D. G. Dunn, N. T. Wright, E. P. Sanders, and John
Barclay. The New Perspective is no longer new, and the flurry of publications
continues across a range of specialized studies. Those interested in exploring
trends and issues related to Paul may find themselves in need of a map. With
Voices and Views on Paul, Ben Witherington and Jason Myers have teamed
up to provide a reliable guide to the major terrain of Pauline scholarship.
Through a distinctive combination of survey and evaluation, they explain and
analyze the thought of recent major Pauline interpreters and track
developments over the past two decades. They conclude with an assessment of
how these studies have advanced our understanding of Paul and where further
work is needed. Voices and Views on Paul offers a helpful service to students,
pastors, and anyone seeking to keep up with this dynamic field as scholars
continue to wrestle with Paul and his work.
An Introduction to the New Testament Wm. B.
Eerdmans Publishing
Informed by the historical evidence and with a
sharp eye for telltale clues in the Apostle Paul's
letters, E. Randolph Richards takes us into his
world and places us on the scene with Paul the
letter writer offering a glimpse that overthrows
our preconceptions and offers a new perspective on
how this important portion of Christian Scripture
came to be.

Undiluted Rowman & Littlefield
The apostle Paul has long had his admirers and
revilers. And contemporary Christians often
harbor private misgivings about this prominent
apostle. Paul sounds harsh, intolerant,
misogynistic, and his gospel surely
misconstrues the message of Jesus. "How is
it," they want to ask, "that some Christians

can speak so fondly of Paul?" Anthony Thiselton
is an unabashed admirer of Paul, a student of
his letters and a devotee of his gospel. Over
a range of issues, Thiselton cleans the lens
and sharpens the focus to give us snapshots of
Paul's life, mission and thought. Whatever
your level of knowledge and experience of
Paul, you will find The Living Paul
informative and interesting, nuanced and
inspiring. A portrait of Paul rendered in the
deft strokes of a master.
Rediscovering an Evangelical Heritage
University of Chicago Press
IVP Readers' Choice Award Does God call women
to serve as equal partners in marriage and as
leaders in the church? The answer to this
straightforward question is deeply contested.
Into the fray, Lucy Peppiatt offers her work
on interpretation of the Bible and Christian
practice. With careful exegetical work,
Peppiatt considers relevant passages in
Ephesians, Colossians, 1 Peter, 1 Timothy, and
1 Corinthians. There she finds a story of God
releasing women alongside men into all forms
of ministry, leadership, work, and service on
the basis of character and gifting, rather
than biological sex. Those who see the
overturning of male-dominated hierarchy in the
Scriptures, she argues, are truly
rediscovering an ancient message—a message
distorted by those who assumed that a
patriarchal world, which they sometimes saw
reflected in the Bible, was the one God had
ordained.
The Trinity InterVarsity Press
Professor deSilva's outstanding textbook sets
a new standard for the genre. The usual topics
of New Testament introduction are integrated
with instruction in interpretative strategies
and application to ministry formation. The
attractive layout includes numerous maps,
photographs and text-boxes.
The Good News We Almost Forgot University of
Calgary Press
Divorce. Broken families. Sexual abuse.
Addiction. Pornography. Same-sex "marriage."
Gender issues. Everywhere we look, we find
more and more confusion about the most
fundamental truths of human life. As we lose
our basic understanding of the meanings of
man, woman, marriage, and sex, the question
becomes ever more urgent: What does it mean to
be a human being? Against this backdrop, St.
John Paul II's Theology of the Body appears as
a bright light in the darkness. His writings
go straight to the heart of what it means to
be hilly human-but they are often difficult
for most of us to grasp easily. That's where
Christopher West comes in. He covers the main
points of this revolutionary teaching in a way
that you can understand. You'll see desire-
physical, emotional, and spiritual-in a whole
new light! The first edition of this book was
released in 2004 and instantly became an
international best seller. In this updated,
revised, and expanded edition, you'll have
access to new insights gleaned from West's
ongoing study on the subject, as well as
wisdom from Pope Benedict XVI and Pope
Francis. You'll also discover brand-new
insights on how to respond with clarity and
compassion to the gender chaos so prevalent in
our world today. Book jacket.
Unveiling Paul's Women InterVarsity Press
The mystery of the Trinity is the central
Christian belief that defines God's essence, God's
ongoing love for humanity, and saving grace. Yet,
over the past few centuries, especially in the
West, Christians have either ceased believing in
the Trinity or simply no longer recognize its
relevance in their ecclesial or individual lives.
Written in an ecumenical spirit that engages
contemporary questions and theological viewpoints,
The Trinity: Rediscovering the Central Christian
Mystery articulates the mystery of the Trinity for
people formed by modern historical consciousness,
science, awareness of the equal dignity of men and
women, and respect for world religions. By first
identifying contemporary problems with the

Christian proclamation of the Trinity in our
culture and major differences among modern
theologians, John Farrelly, OSB, explores
Scripture, the life and message of Jesus Christ,
the various stages of the development of
Trinitarian doctrine in Christian History, the
relation of the Trinity to creation and salvation,
the generation of the Son from the Father within
the Trinity and the procession of the Holy Spirit
from Father and Son, and the meaning of three
persons in one God. He concludes by reflecting on
the implications this renewed theology of the
Trinity has for ecclesiology and Christian
spirituality in our twenty-first century world,
especially in relation to other world religions.

Rediscovering Political Friendship Fortress
Press
Who is your Jesus? This textbook introduction
gives an enjoyable and challenging look at how
we encounter Jesus in Scripture and our
culture—from the New Testament to the gnostic
gospels, historical Jesus studies, Islam,
Mormonism, Hollywood and Americana. Follow the
path to seeing Jesus truly and notice the
difference it makes for faith and life.

Making Sense of the Bible [Leader Guide]
Wipf and Stock Publishers
The biblical story of King David and his
conflict with King Saul (1 and 2 Samuel) is
one of the most colourful and perennially
popular in the Hebrew Bible. Paul Borgman
focuses on one of the key features of
ancient Hebrew narrative poetics - repeated
patterns - taking special note of even the
small variations each time a pattern
recurs.
Rediscovering Jacob Riis Wellspring
Follows and completes Aelred's earlier
treatise on love, "The Mirror of Charity".
In it he reflects on the theories of
friendship propunded by the great stoic
philosophic Cicero. A humanist and a
Christian monk, Aelred advocated friendship
on both the natural and the supernatural
plane. Frankness and not flattery,
generosity and not gain, patience in
correction and constancy in affection he
saw as the marks of a genuine friendship.
Paul InterVarsity Press
In this six week video study, Adam Hamilton
explores the key points in his new book,
Making Sense of the Bible. With the help of
this Leader Guide, groups learn from
Hamilton as his video presentations lead
groups through the book, focusing on the
most important questions we ask about the
Bible, its origins and meaning.
The Living Paul InterVarsity Press
The debate between proponents of the Old and New
perspectives on Paul has been followed closely
over the years, consolidating allegiances on
either side. But the debate has now reached a
stalemate, with defectors turning to apocalyptic
and other solutions. Garwood Anderson recounts the
issues and concludes that "both 'camps' are right,
but not all the time." And with that teaser, he
rolls up his exegetical sleeves and proceeds to
unfold a new proposal for overcoming the deadlock.
But in a field crowded with opinions, could
anything new emerge? Anderson's interaction with
Paul and his interpreters is at the highest level,
and his penetrating and energetic analysis
captures attention. What if Paul's own theological
perspective was contextually formed and coherently
developed over time? Have we asked justification
to carry a burden it was never meant to bear?
Would fresh eyes and a proper sequencing of Paul's
letters reveal Paul's own new perspective? Might
we turn a corner and find a bold and invigorating
panorama of Pauline soteriology? This is a Pauline
study worthy of its great theme, and one that will
infuse new energy into the quest for understanding
Paul's mind and letters.

Perspectives Old and New on Paul Abingdon
Press
Jacob Riis (1849-1914) was the author of
How the Other Half Lives (1890). This study
of his life and work includes excerpts from
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Riis’s diary, chronicling romance, poverty,
temptation, and, after many false starts,
employment as a writer and reformer. In the
second half, Yochelson describes how Riis
used photography to shock and influence his
readers. The authors describe Riis’s
intellectual education and discuss the
influence of How the Other Half Lives on
urban history. It shows that Riis argued
for charity rather than social justice; but
the fact that he understood what it was to
be homeless did humanize Riis’s work, and
that work has continued to inspire
reformers. Yochelson focuses on how Riis
came to obtain his now famous images, how
they were manipulated for publication, and
their influence on the young field of
photography.
Rediscovering Abundance Moody Publishers
Many young Bible scholars are passionate
for the Scriptures. But is passion enough?
In A Little Book for New Bible Scholars,
Randolph Richards and Joseph Dodson
encourage young students of the Bible to
add substance to their zeal—the kind of
substance that comes from the sweat and
toil of hard study. "Just as we should
avoid knowledge without love," they write,
"we should also avoid love without
knowledge." Aimed at beginners, this
concise overview offers a wealth of good
advice, warns of potential pitfalls, and
includes wisdom from a variety of other
biblical scholars as well as stories from
the authors' own long experience in the
guild. Full of warmth, humor, and an
infectious love for Scripture, this book
invites a new generation of young scholars
to roll up their sleeves and dig into the
complex, captivating world of the Bible.
David, Saul, and God Wipf and Stock Publishers
Over 100,000 Copies Sold Worldwide! ECPA Bronze
Sales Award Bookwi.se's Favorite Books of the Year
What was clear to the original readers of
Scripture is not always clear to us. Because of
the cultural distance between the biblical world
and our contemporary setting, we often bring
modern Western biases to the text. For example:
When Western readers hear Paul exhorting women to
"dress modestly," we automatically think in terms
of sexual modesty. But most women in that culture
would never wear racy clothing. The context
suggests that Paul is likely more concerned about
economic modesty—that Christian women not flaunt
their wealth through expensive clothes, braided
hair and gold jewelry. Some readers might assume
that Moses married "below himself" because his
wife was a dark-skinned Cushite. Actually, Hebrews
were the slave race, not the Cushites, who were
highly respected. Aaron and Miriam probably
thought Moses was being presumptuous by marrying
"above himself." Western individualism leads us to
assume that Mary and Joseph traveled alone to
Bethlehem. What went without saying was that they
were likely accompanied by a large entourage of
extended family. Biblical scholars Brandon O'Brien
and Randy Richards shed light on the ways that
Western readers often misunderstand the cultural
dynamics of the Bible. They identify nine key
areas where modern Westerners have significantly
different assumptions about what might be going on
in a text. Drawing on their own crosscultural
experience in global mission, O'Brien and Richards
show how better self-awareness and understanding
of cultural differences in language, time and
social mores allow us to see the Bible in fresh
and unexpected ways. Getting beyond our own
cultural assumptions is increasingly important for
being Christians in our interconnected and
globalized world. Learn to read Scripture as a
member of the global body of Christ.

Rediscovering Joy Oxford University Press
on Demand
Twelve papers consider what insights the
Catholic social tradition can offer to our
understanding of the creation and
distribution of wealth.
An Introduction to the Old Testament Template
InterVarsity Press
Whether people realize it or not, the ideas in
1 Corinthians 11:2–16 have had a huge impact
on the role of Christian women in the church
through the centuries. These fifteen verses
have shaped worship practices, church
structures, church leadership, marriages, and
even relationships between men and women in
general. They have contributed to practices

that have consistently placed women in a
subordinate role to men, and have been used to
justify the idea that a woman should not
occupy a leadership or teaching position
without being under the authority or
“covering” of a man. It is strange, therefore,
that academics and pastors alike continue to
note how confusing and difficult it continues
to be to make sense of these very verses. In
this little book, Lucy Peppiatt not only
highlights the problems associated with using
this text to justify the subordination of
women, but offers a clear and plausible re-
reading of the text that paints the apostle
Paul as a radical, visionary, church planter
who championed women in all forms of
leadership.
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